
WEEK 10

EQUIPMENT: 
Stopwatch / whistle / bench / cones / skipping rope / speed bounce / dodgeballs / hoops / bibs

SPEED BOUNCE

How many can you do 
in the 3 set times 

30 secs / 15 secs / 1 min

CARDIO WORKOUT
Focus: Cardio 

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser activities for around 5 minutes to increase heart rate along with some dynamic

movements to mobilise the joints. Work for 2-4 minutes on each station. Pair up children
for activities and then use 1 minute exercise followed by a switch with partner. Pulse

lowering cool down following by stretches on the main muscle groups to finish. 

STEP UPS 

Step up onto a bench
one leg at a time and

back down again

1 minute each 
Partner counts how

many you do 

SHADOW ME   

In pairs, inside a small area of roughly
3m x 3m, one person is on and puts

a bib down their shorts as a tail.
The person with the tail has to move

around not allowing the bib to be taken.
Opposing person CAN NOT grab or hold

the person– no contact.  

EN GUARD
 

Pupils stand back to back with a partner
in the centre of the hall, each pupil has

an end zone to run too. When the children
hear the call of their end zone called

they must race to get there. If the other
person’s zone is called you try to tag
your partner before they get there.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS - 
DIAGONAL

In a straight arm plank position
pump your knees forwards towards
the opposite arm. Left knee to right

elbow, right knee to left elbow

1 minute each
Partner counts how many you do

DODGEBALL

2 on 2   
Have a smaller & thinner court and play 2 people, 2 balls,

2 minutes. Count every time you get hit as that results
in a lap run at the end 5 hits, 5 lap runs. 

Team Hula Hut 
Normal dodgeball rules but you must defend your teams hula
huts (hula huts are made by positioning two hoops in an A
frame with a 3rd over the top holding the hoops in place)

First team to knock down all 3 huts wins. 

SPEED BOUNCE 

Jump over a wedge or line
with both feet as quickly as

you can, either forwards
and backwards or left and

right 

1 minute each
Partner counts how many

you do

SKIPPING 

Two legged jump over
the rope

1 minute each 
Partner counts how

many you do 
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What you need: 
Soft balls 

A minimum of two teams of 4 – 6 players on each team 
A whistle and referee 

How to play: 
Start with a court and place balls in the ‘dead zone’
Teams start at the back of their half of the court 

When a whilst is blown (select a small number of players to collect the balls) players can run to collect the balls 
Once you have a ball you can throw it at an opponent 

Our suggestion is hips and below to be out to encourage lower throws  

How to win: 
By hitting the opposing team so they are all eliminated 

You have more players than the opposing team after the time limited has elapsed 

Getting out (you don’t have to use them all to begin with) 
-You are out of the game when a thrown ball hits you directly.
 It can not bounce or come off someone else. It must be a direct hit. 
-You are out if you throw the ball and someone catches it without
 bouncing 
-When you place a foot into the deadzone, you can have arms
 and hands to collect the balls but no feet 
-When you touch or step over the court markings (may not work
 if you area is open and you need to retrieve the balls)
-Arguing with the official 

Others 
-If you are out you wait in your team area 
-If one of your team catch a ball from an opposition
 thrower then not only are they out but one of your
 team members can return 
-If you are hold a ball you can block a throw with
 this ball
-Referees can include a 5 second ball hold rule to
 prevent the teams from slowing down play. If you
 hold on to the ball for longer you are out. 

Tactics 
Create space in your area by not standing together 

Throw together as a team to eliminate one person / target 
Distance from the opposition will give you more time to move 














